
The Sonnet 

 

The Sonnet (little sound or song) is a 14 –line lyrical poem- 

 -popularized by Petrarch in 14th century. Popularity grew by end of 16th century. 

 

Sonnet Sequences 

 -Series of sonnets focused on a particular theme. Connected by theme or person addressed.  IE = 

Petrarch’s 100s of poems about Laura- a woman who did not return his love, or Sidney’s Astrophel and 

Stella  which immortalizes his unrequited love for Penelope Devereaux.   

 

Meter & Rhyme Patterns 

 Traditional= 14 lines in blank verse or unrhymed iambic pentameter. (Each line has 5 feet 

alternating between unstressed & stressed. Syllables= 2 syllables with each foot with 10 total 

 

Example-  “My love    is like    to ice   and I    to fire,, 

    OR 

Example-  “Your face   my thane   is as   a book   where men…” 

 

Why used? 

1. Can be stately and dignified. 

2. Can produce natural speech. 

3. Flexible and versatile. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Rhyme schemes vary according to type: 

 

1. Petrarchan (Italian)- Famously about unrequited love. 

 A) 1st 8 lines (octave)= presents a problem or situation 

 B) Last 6 lines (sestet)= provides an answer or resolution called the “turn.”   

 C)  The volta (The moment of shift) occurs between the octave and the sestet. 

 C) Typical rhyme scheme= abbaabba        cdecde    or    cdcdcd 

          Octave           Sestet             Sestet 

2.   Spenserian Sonnet (famous for sequences called Amoretti “little love poems” written about his wife, 

Elizabeth Boyle) 

 A) 3 quatrains and a couplet 

 B) Rhyme scheme- abab, bcbc, cdcd, ee. 

 C) Purpose of interlocking rhyme scheme= pushes toward couplet which makes key argument or 

comment. 

D) The volta occurs before the couplet. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.   Shakespearean (English) sonnet- (Typically fall into three groups)  

1. Sonnets 1-126= speaker “urges” handsome man to marry and have children.  

2. 127-152= about a “dark lady” who attracted poet speaker.  

3. 153 and 154= versions of Greek poems- no relation to previous sequences. 

 A) 3 quatrains and 1 couplet= abab, cdcd, efef, gg 

 B) Detailed def. or examples of the question or problem in each quatrain. Then  the summary or 

solution in the rhyming couplet. 

C) The volta occurs before the couplet. 

 

 


